Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 20

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. came down to rest on a surface
3. commented
9. My sister's band is ___ tonight.
10. We brought umbrellas because we ___ rain.
11. journeyed
13. looking over for mistakes
14. Apes are ___ to chimpanzees.
17. opposite of gaining
18. Will you be ___ the play?
21. funny
23. Dad ___ me the job of weeding.
25. contributed, as to a cause or charity
27. unbelievable
28. I'm returning the CD I ___ from you.
29. made up one's mind
30. Her hard work has been ___ in better grades.

Down
2. broken
4. said or did again
5. spoke very softly
6. extremely cold
7. joined together
8. The actors were ___ their lines.
12. pleasantly interesting
15. held up
16. working at improving a skill
19. The mail carrier ___ a letter to us.
20. The surgeon ___ on the patient.
22. enjoyable
24. No one ___ to dive off the steep cliff.
26. causing fatigue